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R ad iation fron: primary current SOUIces above or at the interface of a homogeneous 
conductlllg (I!electl'lc half space has been studied extensively in connection with various 
co mmunications problems. In many cases of practical interest, however , t he surface bound
mg t he conductin g medium is irregula r in co nfiguration, t he local deviation of t h e inte rface 
from t he average be in g a fu nction of position and time. The prese nt pa per describes a 
method for deter minin g t he effect of interface irregula rities upon low-frequency electro
magnetic fi elds propagated with in such a co ndu ctor. 

The e lect ric fidd at a po in t wi t hin t he med iu m is expressed as a stochastic in tegra l over 
t he bounding surface usi ng t he method of Stratton and Chu. As a consequence of cer tain 
restrictions " 'hi ch a re prin cipally geomeLric in character, a per t urbation technique can be 
employed to s implify t he integrand . Following the in t roduction of ass umpt ions regard ing 
t he statistical proper t ies of the local surface dev iatio ns, approx imate exprcssions are de veloped 
for t he expectation of t he subsurface fie ld a nd t he mean square deviat ion of t he fidd ampli
t ude . Numerical res ults for this latter quantity a re obtained for the case of a ver t ical 
electric dipole as t he r adi at in g SOll rce on the in te rface betwee n free space an d a moderately 
rou gh sea. It is shown that sea s llrface irregula ri t ies can produce a pronoun ced e ffect upo n 
subsurface fields in some instances ; a tentative physical in te rpreta t ion of t he llumer ical 
resul ts is a dva nced . 

1. Introduction 

Pr.opagation of electromagnetic waves above and 
wlthm a homogeneou conductin g dielectric half' 
space ~ue to certain prescribed elemen tary (tim e 
harmome) curren t sources has been studied by a 
num?er o~ workers beginning wi th Sommerfeld [1909]. 
ModlficatlOns of Sommerfeld 's origin al work by Weyl 
[19 19] and Sonunerfeld [1926], together with more 
recen t extensions by Norton [1937], Banos and 
Wesley [1954], Wait [195911,], Moore fl, nd Blair [1961], 
and ma?y others, comprise a fairly exhaustive treat
ment of electric fl, nd magnetic dipole r adiation in the 
presen ce 0[' fl, semi-infinite condu cting medium. 

In m!;1ny situations of practical in terest, the slll'j'fl,ce 
separatIng free space from the conducting medium is 
no t. smooth. In some instances it may be neceSSfl,ry 
to lllclude local exclll'sions 0[' the slll'face from the 
mean in the deri vation of expressions for field strengths 
both above and in terllfl,l to the conductor. Even 
slight boundary irregularities wi ll pertlll'b the electro
magnetic field wi thin t he conductor from the value 
correspon~ing to a smoot h surface. However , the 
comparatIve degree to which the fields [u e influen ced 
by bou.ndary roughn ess in various frequency ran ges 
for a glven co nductill g dielectric is a question which 
often remfl,ins to be an swered. 
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A preliminary study of this problem has been 
reported by Wait [1959b] who considered fl, uniform 
plane wave in free spa,ce travelin g in a direction 
pamllel to the mean (plane) boundary of the con
ducting dielectric. The interrace was taken to be fl, 
s inusoidal wave form with an amplitude much smaller 
than the period, with the m agni tude of both being 
much less than the free space wavelength . Wait 
found that the resultin g perturbation of t he field 
within the co nductor Wfl,S proportional to the ampli
tude of the wavy surface in t he first approxim fl, tion . 

The presen t investigation is coneerned w--i th the 
propagation of electromagnetic waves wit hin a 
conducting medium bounded by a rough in terffl,ce 
in the presence of fl, prescribed current source. Tlle 
precise configuration of the surface, however, is 
presumed to be unknown, with only its s tatistic~tl 
properties being specified. As in the s tudy 
performed by 1,Vait, i t is assumed th fl,t the ver tical 
and horizontal scales of the sud~,ce il'regulfl,l'i ties 
fl,re very small compared with the free sp fl,ce wave
length . A related problem of pmctical interest is 
the question of very low frequency sig nal propagation 
in to the sea; 1'01' this reason , t he conducting medium 
is refel'l'ed to as the sea throughout tbe discussion. 
The general approach outlined here is applicfl,ble 
to other physical situations as well, provided certain 
relationships among the various parameters of 
importance are satisfied. 

For the low frequencies under consideration , sea 
water is characterized by an electrical conductivity 



CTs of about 4 mhos per meter and a relative per
mittivity fs of about 80. Conduction currents are 
much larger than displacement currents, and, as a 
result, the expression for the relative index of 
refraction N of the sea can be simplified to read 

( . CTs )1/2 (CTS )1/2 (. 7r) 
N = Es+t Wfo == WEO exp t 4" ' (1) 

where the time dependence of all field quan tities is 
exp (-iwt). Cosequen tly, the effective propagation 
constant {3 can be written in the approximate form 

(2) 

where 

( CT )1/2 {3o==ko _s . 
WEO 

(3) 

In terms of (30, the effective wavelength As in the sea 
and the skin depth Os can be expressed as 

and 
';I.s= 27r·/2 (30 1 = 1580/ .flo m 

Os = {2 {301= 252/.flo m. 

(4) 

(5) 

Since the magnitudes of these parameters are of 
some importance to the developments which follow, 
plots are presented in figure 1 of As and Os together 
with the free space wavelength Ao as functions of 
frequency f o over a wide £requenc.v range. 
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FIG U RE 1. Variation of A" 5, and 1.0 with f requency. 

The geometry of the problem is illustrated in 
figure 2. A point source is located on the positive 
zo-axis and the observer is situated at the position 
(Po , 80, - Izo l)· It will be assumed that the roughness 
of the ocean surface is unidimensional in character 
with the waves running in a direction which forms 
an angle ¢> with the xo-axis. It will be convenient 
at a later stage in the analysis to employ a coordinate 

system whose ongm is directly a,bove the observer 
(at Po, 80, 0) with the x-axis parallel to the wave 
direction. In this system the local height h of the 
ocean surface is expressible as a function of x alone. 
(The planes z= o and zo= o are coincident with the 1 

mean surface of the sea.) 
The electromagnetic field (or, alternatively, the 

Hertz potential) induced by a point source in the 
presence of a semi-infinite conducting dielectric with 
a smooth in terface is usually given in a component 
form appropriate to a cylindrical coordinate system. 
In the present work, however, we shall be interested 
primarily in horizontal subsurface electric field com
ponents E x, and E ys ; i.e., the components in direc
tions parallel to and perpendicular to the Wiwe 
direction, respectively. In the process of deriving 
expressions for these fields we shall have occasion to 
utilize the x, y, and z components of the free space 
electric field appropriate to the smooth surface prob
lem. Referring to figure 2, the transformation from 
cylindrieal components (E ,o' E 90' E zo) to Cartesian 
components (Ex, E y, E z) is simply 

(6) 

In section 2 approximate integral expressions are i 

derived for the x and y components of the electric 
field within a modenttely rough sea, in terms of the 
field (E x, E y, E .) in free space induced by ttn Hrbitnll'Y 
point source above a smooth sen,. Subseq uen t to the 
introduction in section 3 oJ certain elementary 
assumptions regarding the statistics of the surface 
irregularities a quantity is derived which provides a 
measure of the effect of surface roughness upon the 
amplitude of the subsurface signal. Finally, in sec
tion 4, a specifie source is assumed; namely, a vertical 
electric dipole positioned at (xo, Yo, zo) = (O , 0, 0+ ), 
transmitting at a frequency fo in the VLF range. 
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FIG U RE 2. Geometry of the problem of propagation into-.~a 
j'ough sea. 
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Qu a il LiLH li ve descriptions oj' lhc nmpli t ude flu ctua
t ions of Ex" (the componen t or Lh e s ubsurface elecLric 
field in Lh e wave direction ) lue prese nted Jor vllry ing 
degrees of surIa,ce rougll ness ;) nd v arious obser ver 
locations. 

2 . Horizontal Electric Field Within the 
Rough Sea 

The electric field wiLhill Li te sea can be obtain ed 
by direct in tegra tion or J\'faxwcll 's equ ations usin g 
the method of S tratton ;1nd Clm [194]], modified 
slightly to include Lite [miLe condu ctiviLy oJ the 
medium. It should be r emarked tha t the deriva tion 
presen ted by these au lhors assumes a time depen d
ence of the form exp ( - iwt) whereas, in our case, 
the changing sLrucLure of the sea surface produces 
a more complex tempor;).l v arintion. For rrequen cies 
grea ter than a few Lens or cycles pel' second, however , 
the intrin sic period or t he elecLrom agnetic flelds is 
far in excess or periods clwraeLerizin g cha nges in t he 
sea surface proftle. Consequen tly , the in tegr ation of 
the fi.eld equation s ca n be carried ouL with a harmoni c 
time dependence as a " quasi-s teady s ta te" approxi
ma tion which applies when the occan surra ce profile 
is a slowly varyin g run ction of time. It will be 
understood in t he sequel that t he local devi;1tion 11, 
of the surface from the mean plane z=o is a slowly 
varying (un ction or Lime without expli citly exbibitin g 
its depend ence upon t. 

W'e shall employ the nondimensioll al vari a.bles: 

x' = x/lzol 

y' = y/lzol 

z'=2/l zol 

h' = h/lzol 

R' = R/izol = ·,!(X2+y2) /1 z021 

r'= -x'x- y' y-( l + h' )z (7) 

where r' is the (norm a.lized) vccLor from the poin t 
of in tegration to the observer. 110reove1', tIle true 
ver tical and horizon tal sCRles of ocean smJace 
roughn ess, (To and Do, will be wri tten as 

(8) 

As a consequen ce of the nondimension alization 
process, it will be convenien t to employ the quanti ty 

.". 

B= Boe'4= i3lzol (9) 

i n place o( i3 lzol which appears Lhroug-houL ti le 
analysis. 

Omitting the primar~T source terms, an expression 
can r eadily be derived for Lhe elec lric field Es aL Lhe 
position o'f the observer in terms of Lhe electromag
netic field vectors (E-, H - ) just below the OCel1.n 
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surface. Dropping the primes from the nondimen
sion al v ariables defin ed in (7) th e modified Str a t ton
Chu in tegral can be written in the form 

Es= - 417fL [iwMolzol(n X H -) G 

- vGX (n X E -)+(n · E-) v G]dS. (1 0) 

In this equation, G is the solution of Lh e Lhree
dimensional H elmholtz equ a tion appropria te Lo ;1 
m edium characterized by a propagation constanL 
B/izol and with a delta function source term: 

G exp (iBI'). 
r 

I t is easily shown that 

'ilG= (~- i B) Gr . 
1'- r 

(ll a) 

(llb) 

The x-derivative of th e local surface heigh t h will be 
denoted by the symbol 'Y . The local norm al n to 
the surface can t hus b e wri t ten in the form (in th e 
case of unidirn ension alroughn ess) 

(12) 

The normal is directed outward from th e m edium, 
in the direcLion of free space. 

Certa.in simplifications can b e effec ted by firs t 
utilizing the s tandard conditions of con tinuiLy of 
the tangen tial components of E- and H - togeth er 
with t he conservation of ch arge flow across the 
boundary: 

n X E- = n X E 

n X H - = n X H 

1 
n·E- = N2 n · E (13) 

where E and H fire tb e electric and m agn etic fi elds 
just above tb e surface S. Incorpomting (11 a), 
(llb), and (13) in to (10 ), th e expression for th e 
electric field at the posi tion of t he observer appears 
in the form 

1 r {. (1 i B) [ Es= 47r Js ~wMolzol(nXH)- 1:2-r r X (n X E) 

1 J} ei B r - - (n ·E)r - dS. (14) N2 r 

In order to extract quan LiLative inform a lion from 
(14) r egarding Lhe effect of fi randoml:\- rough ocean 
surface on the p ropagfiLed signal, it is necessary to 
reduce the inLegrand Lo a combi nation of k nowll 
deterministic [u nctio ns and stochas lic fU llcLionals of 
t he surface height h. To this end, we place the 
following restrictions on our consiclenLLions: 

(A) T he sea surface profile is onl)- moderately 
rough in the sense that tbe ver lical scale (T of Lhe 
irregularity is at least Illl order of magnitude smaller 



than the horizontal scale 0 (alternatively, the quan
tity 'Y is to be considered at least a~ or~er of mag
nitude less than unity) ; at frequenCles m. the VLF 
ranO'e and lower the scales of the surface lrregular.·I
ties"'are much sm'aller than the free space wavelength; 

(B) The horizontal displacement Po of the observer 
from. the primary source and the free ~pace wave
lenoth Ao are much greater than the skm depth as; 
co~equently, the horizontal variation in amplitude 
and phase of the free space field 3 .about x= .O, y = O 
over distances a few skm depths m extent IS negh
gible; 

(C) The location of the observer is such that the 
local excursions of the ocean surface from the mean 
can be considered small compared with Po and \zo \; 

(D) The depth of the obs~I:ver is somewJ:at 
o-reater than a few as so that Bo- IS a small quantIty 
~ompared with unity; and 

(E) The primary source fI:equency is sufficiently 
low to insure the smallness of l /\N\. 
The upper limit of the frequen~y range is determined 
in part by restriction (E) and m part by the reqUIre
ment that the approximation e~p~'essed by 0) be 
valid. On the other hand , restnctIOn (D) ImplIes a 
lower limit onio which depends ul?on the mag~itude 
of \zo \. For example, for depths of the order of 50 m, 
the transmitter frequency should be greater than 
about 1 kc/s. When \z 0\ is consid~rably greater .than 
this, the minimum frequency IS correspondmg-iy 
lower extendino' to a few tens of cycles per second for 
depth's in exce~s of 20 . .0 m .or so. I'Ve ~lso I:emark 
that the factor exp C'~Br) ll1 (14) provIdes for ex
ponential damping of con tributions to the integral 
from portions of the integrand e.valuated at x an,d y 
in excess of a few o"/\zo\. ThIS last observatIOn, 
too-ether with foreo'oing restrictions, implies that the 
q:antities BO- I, h,\, R,2 and N - I can all be regarded 
as at least first order in smallness. 

It is natural therefore to perform expansions 
within the int~grand of '(14) in series involving 
powers of the smal~ness parameters. For ~xample , 
the inverse of the dIstance r has the expanSIOn 

r- I = (1 + 2h+ h2+ R2)-1 /2 

== 1-~ R2+~ R4_h+~ hR2+ h2+ (15) 

where terms of lower order than the second have 
been omitted. Simplification of the remaining in
verse powers of r proceeds in the same manne~·. 
The factor exp (iBr) may be expressed appro~I
mately by retaining terms up to. the. first order I? 
the expansion for r and then periormmg the substI
tution, giving 

3 In most cases of practical interest, the expression for the fIeld at a heigh t 2 
invol ves Quantities such as kOf)O, /JPO, and trigoDo~ e.tnc functlOlls of ~o. Tho In
equalities of restriction (B) insnre tbe slow ,:an atlOn of the expresSIOn when po 
and poDo are altered by a few 0. . An lllspectlOu of fignre 1 reveals that the lD
equal ities are satisfied for po in excess of a few hundred meters over the freqnency 
range of interes t here. 
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Correct to all orders, the normally directed differen
tial element of area ndS can be \vritten as 

A A 

ndS= (- 'Yx+ z)dxdy. (17) 

Moreover, we observe that according to restriction 
(B) the variation of the free space electric field in 
the horizontal direction is small throughout a region 
centered at (x,y)= (O,O) and a few as in extent. 
This suggests that E(x, y , z = h) can be replaced ap
proximately by E(.o, 0, z=h) which, in turn, can be 
expanded in the form 

E (O, 0, z= h) = </>(h) = </>(O) + h</>'(O) +~ h2</>" (0) + .. . , 

(18) 

where the prime indicates differentiation with respect 
to z . A similar approximation holds for the mag
netic field . Since the roughness scales of the sea 
surface are extremely small compared 'with the 
wavelength, the electromagnetic fields in free space 
are scarcely altered by the surface irregularities. 
Hence, the derivatives of </> (z) can be calculated from 
the solution to the smooth sea problem with little 
error and the final result is a representation for E 
for substitution into (14) in which the only variable 
is h. The expression for the magnetic field is treated 
in the same fashion. 

The approximate expression for Es is obtained by 
first substituting (15), (16), (17) , and (18) into (14), 
together with the appropriate expansions of higher 
inverse powers of l' and the series development of H 
which is the counterpart of (18) . The final result 
for Es will be correct to the second order if those 
terms of the integrand are dropped which involve 
powers of smallness parameters which are lower than 
second order. 

The x- and v-components of the subsurface elec
tric field are of principal interest here and can be 
written in the form (correct to the second order) of 
integrals over all x-v space in the manner just de
scribed. Since the random variable h depends only 
upon x, the integration over y can be performed at 
once. Some compactness of notation is achieved by 
replacing H with 

l/;= W;o H. (19) 

Omitting the algebraic details, the final result for 
the horizontal components of the subsurface electric 
field, following integration over y, can be expressed as 

1 (BO)1 /2 i (R-"-) 11 E -- - e 8 ~ 
}S - 2 21T k= l 

'2' x- "En f ro . R , 

A jk _ro e e' fk(X, h, 'Y)dx , (20) 

where j = x or y , and 



./z= X 

f 3=x2 + iB - l 

1 4= 70 
and 

f 5= 'Y 

f 6= X'Y 

fi = h2 

f s= h'Y 

./g= h(x 2 + iB- l) 

./10 = "I (X2 +iB - l) 

AX 4= fY- f~- (1 + 2iB- l)<Px + (l +iB- l )<p ~ 

A X5= (1 +iB - l)<pz 

A y2 = 0 

A y3 = - i f x- (1 + ~iB- l)<pv 

A Y4= - f x +f~- (1 + 2iB- l)<pv + (1 +iB- ')<p ~ 

In these expressions cf;> jn) and f jn) are understood 
to mean <p)n)(o) and f i ") (0) where the differentiation 
precedes specialization of the argument. 

3. Sea Surface Structure and Electric Field 
Amplitude Fluctuation 

Field components E xs and Eys resulting from a 
particular wave structure could now be calculated 
simply by substituting the appropriate fun ction for 
h into (20) and performing the remaining integrations 
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numerically or in some other approximate way. 
In the presen t study the more general assumption 
is made that the sea profile is a stochastic function 
of x. A quantitative measure of the effect of bound
ary irregularity on the subsurface field can be 
obtained by calculating the mea,n square deviation 
(msd) of the field amplitude from iLs average valu e. 
D enoting mathematical (en el11ble) averages (or 
expectations) by & { } we h ave (aILer nonn nlization) 

msd (lE iS/)= & {[E js - & {E is } ][E!. 

- & *{ E is}]} / & {E is } g *{E iS } 

= [& {E jsE j. }/ & {E is } &* {E is} ]- 1. (21) 

However, the analysis can proceed only af ter some 
assumptions are nu.de concerning t he statistics of 
the surface profile. Th erefore, an elementary stt.tis
tical model is introduced and certain avemges 
necessary to the calculation of (21) are derived. 

The sill1plesL classical model of ocean waves 
co nsists of an infini te succession of one-dimensional 
periodic progressive waves of IlCiLd y equal ampli Lude. 
In actuali ty , sea Wfwe stru ctm e is alm ost never 
characLcrized by a single crest height or cr est-to-crest 
distance. Instead, Lhe profile of Lhe surface through
ou t any local r egion is more realistically described 
as a superposition of a great many waves wiLh a 
wide mnge of ampli tudes a nd wiwelengtbs. In the 
presence of modem.te or high winds, t he complexity 
of t he w,we configumtion is enh anccd and the 
surface loses nearly all appeanUl ce of regularity. 
The 10cl.1 depar ture of the sea surface from iLs 
mean value is therefore treatcd as a r ando m variable 
in the present sLudy. 

Sea surface stru cture is an extensive subject in 
i tself and can no t be presen ted in any detail here 
(for an excellent summary the reader is referred to 
D efant [1961]). Suffice it to say that the staLisLics 
of ocean wave structure is dependent upon a grea.t 
number of factors (including wi nd speed, duration , 
and fetch ) and tha t the precise J1J.Lul'e of this de
pendence is not thoroughly understood a.t the 
present time. For this reason (and for the sake o[ 
comparative mathematical simplicity) the surface 
height h will be described as a stationary Gaussian 
random process 'with a constan t dispersion (1"2. 

The surface height has been assumed to vary with 
a single linear coordinate since swells an d seas of 
moderate roughness often exhibit a general tendency 
to,,:ard unidimensional structure over fairly extensive 
reglOns. 

The restriction to "moderate" surface roughness, 

h 'h b . h elh . 11 toget er WIt t e assumptlOn t at "1=-, IS a sma 
GX 

quantity (for most realizations), requires that the 
variance (the expectation of the product h(x,) h(x2)) 
imply a value for the mean square local surface 
slope which is second order in smallness. It will be 
assumed here that the variance is a Gaussian fun ction 
of the form 



where t he subscript affixed to h signifies the poin t at 
which it is to be evaluated. It can be shown (see 
section 6, appendix A) that the mean square surface 
slope is given by 

0' • g {-y2} = lim g {'Yt'Y2} = lim (J2 A -~ =2~. (23) 
Xz--)X t XZ-1Xl u X 1 U X2 u 

As (J and 0 have been defined in this section, they are 
measures of boundary roughness in t he ver tical and 
horizontal directions and can be considered identical 
to the roughness scales previously employed. Hence, 
in accordance with the discussion in section 2, the 
mean square slope is a second order quantity with 
the variance defined as in (22). It should be noted 
that if an exponential variance were assumed, this 
condi tion would not be satisfied since the equali ties 
in (23) would lead to an infinite value for the mean 
square slope. 

The calculation of the mean square deviation of 
electric field ampli tude requires the expectations of 
both E js and the pl"Oduct EjsEls. For the former 
quantity we have, from (20), 

(24) 

and for the ensemble average of E jsEl., we find 

00 . B l 2 . B2 2 

A A* J[ e'TXl-'TXC . f:' {eilllhl - iB;h, 
Jm In <D 

- 8 

where we h ave in troduced the notation 

B2 = B*. (26) 

Since we are interested only in results correct to the 
second order, it is permissible to neglect lower order 
terms (such as m = 8, n = 4) in the double sum in (25). 

The various expectations appearing in the inte
grands of (24) and (25) are readily calculated with 
the aid of the Karhunen representation (see e.g., 
Davenport and Root [1958]). The final resul ts for 
those expectations required in the calculation of (24) 
and of (25), subsequent to the deletion of terms which 
are lower than second order, are given in section 6, 
appendix A. It should be noted that the off-diagonal 
terms of the Cauchy product of E js and Els occur in 
complex conjugate pairs so that only one term of 
each pair need be calculated. 

With the aid of the equations listed in appendix 
A, the definitions following (20), and the relations 
given in (19), it is easily shown that the expecLations 
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m (24) have the simple form 

g {eiB"Jrn(X, h, 'Y)} =e -~ b Frn(x) 
where 

(27) 

(28) 

and where Fm(x) is a simple polynomial m x with 
complex coefficients. The integration over x can 
be performed at once, with the result 

C' { E } 1 - ¥2 Eo i (-VZ Eo-E.) 
(CJ 1 j O = 2 e 2 e" 2 

[ A j 1+2 i A j3 + iB(J2Aj4 

+ (J2(1 - B 2(J2)Aj7- 2(J2Ajg- ;2 AjllJ (29) 

The expectations appearing in (25) are somewhat 
more complicated; u tilizing (19), (20), (22), and 
(26), as well as equations in section 6, appendix A, 
we find that 

where F",n(xiJ X2) is a polynomial in Xl an d X2 . Thus, 
the calculation of (25) has been reduced essentially 
to the problem of evaluating the integral 

First making the change of variable 

(32) 

(32) 

and substituting into (31), we have 

(33) 

where 

(34) 

For realistic values of (J (less than about 3 meters), 
the parameter b = B~(J2 is less than lU1ity for t he 
range of frequencies of interest here. Consequently, 
it is possible to expand the second exponential in 
(33) to obtain 



'" 
Jill" ~2 ± ~ fJ e-,,2e- (a+I) V2p (1), v)dudv (35) 

,2a l';;;() l ! ntll, · 

I Sillce F mn( u, v) is - : pol~'noillial in 11 ftnd v, it is a 
, si lllple IlHlLter to calculat c J",,, . The final result for 

Lhe expectation of Ej,E:~ is obtailled b)" substituting 
the functions l inn into (25) . This result, toge th er 
with (29), provides all Lhn,L is required for t he calcu
In tion of (21 ) . The complete expression for t he 
normalized mean square deviation of IE }s l is recorded 
ill section 6, appendix B. In the next section a 

I specific source is assumed and numerical r esults nre 
presented for vftrious frequencies, sea states, and 
observer locations. 

4 . Numerical Results for a Vertical Electric 
Dipole 

An applica tion of th e foregoing developments 
which m ll.\" be of so me pnlCli cal interest is t he case 
of a vertical electric dipole 0 11 t he surface of the sea, 
tmnsmi tti Il l!; Itt very low frequencies. It will be 
supposed t lntt the observer's location co rJ'Csponds 
to It hori llo il lal displacement Po \\"hic h is several free 
space wavelengths in extent. The dept h IZol of the 
observer below t he me,ttl ocelLl1 surf ltee is IlssuJl)ed 
suffLcient Lo insllr e the smalln ess of B O- 1. 

Tlte quantities of interest here Itre Lhe mean 
square Itmplitude fiuctllatiolls of Lhe 11ori7,Ont,ll com
pOllents of Lhe sllbsurhce electric fields due to scn, 
surface i rreguhtriLi es. Alt hough aL low radiofre
quell cies lh e wayelengLh in free spltee is enorm ollsl.\
la,rge cO llqJ<Lred wiLh Lit e sc,tIes <To an d 00 and Lhe 
free space fields <"t re hardly perturbed at all, we ne \' c1'
Lheless expect lh e surface structure to produce a 
pronoullced en'ect lIpon the amplitudes of the sub
surface fields, pftr ticuln,dy in the case of a ver tical 
electric dipole . Th e reason for this can be seen b.v 
noting lh/tt , in t he case of It perfectly smoo th 
boundary, t he dominlln t contribution to E xs and 
E ys arises frolll lh e hori zo ll tal co mponent E po of 
the free space electric fLeld, whicll is con t i I11.IOUS 
across the surface z= O. In the radia tion zone, the 
zo-component of t he electric field of a vertical 
electri c dipole on the upper s ide of the boundary of 
a co nducting dielectric is greater than Epo by a factor 
or N, and this component is r educed by a factor of 
tile order of l /Nz across the boundary of the conduc
tor. On the other hand, when the surface is charac
terized locally by a nonzero slope, the field E zo will 
con tribute to the local tangential electric field at 
the true surface. Since this componen t is coupled 
tllrough the surface without change, i t can co ntribute 
significantly to the horizontal compollent of t he 

I su bsurface electric field. In the case of a ve rtical 
electric dipole over a unidim ensioll Hlly rough sett, 
i t is expected that this effect will manifest ilself 
pr imaril)' in the x-component of the subsurface 
field. This observation is verifiecl by a ll inspection 
of (20), where the contributions to E xs from the 
projection of E zo on the t rue surface are containecl in 
the temlS lc = 5, 8, and 10 which involve the product 
"IEz' 

I n order to perform nUlll erical calcul<ttiolls, it was 
first necessary to obtain e:-;p<lnsions of lhe t)"pe (10) 
for the electric and magnetic fields above It silloot h 
conducting dielectric. The expressiolls used for l his 
purpose were those developed by Norto n [1937] for 
It vertical electric dipole on a conducting half"-phLl1e. 
The coefficients of these expansions are r eqtlir('d for 
calculation of the A jk r ecorded in (20) . 

The r esults of several representative co mpu talio ll s 
are shown in figures 3, 4, 5, and G. Th ese calcllLl
tions were performed to assess the effect of varying 
parameters on the lllean square deviation of the 
lLlllpli tude of E xs . In figures 3, 4, and 5, the d i rcc
tion of the ocean waves was assumed to be parallel 
to the radial displacement Po of the observer from 
the dipole. The magnitude of Po itself was fixed at 
500 kUl. Figm es 3 and 4 reveal a stead.v decrease 
in the ampli tude flu ctuation with increasing depth 
and wit h illcreasing frequency for fixed sea, staLes 
(constant <To a nd ( 0) ' Figure 5 shows the variation 
of t he fltlcLun, tion in Lensity with i ncrensi ng cor rela
t ion d isLfLl1ce 00 for severnl valu es of <T o. lil co nlmst 
with fig ures 3 and 4 t hese curves fixe not JllonotOJllC , 
but iJl s tead indi cate a JlHtximum fluctuation level 
which depend.s llpon the sell, sLate, other parameters 
being fixed . 

Figure 6 shows the efrect of var.\'ing the angular 
coordinltte eo of tbe observer for fixed sea stntes when 
lhe ocean wltVe direction is p ll nlllcl to Lite yo-axis . 
The stench" incre,tse ill t lt e rcln,live fluctun Lion level 
as t he obs'erver moves ill tlt e d irecl ion or clecrensing 
eo is not unexpected. . \Vlt ell eo is equal to 7.e ro , 
lhe observer is located Oil lhe xo-Itxis. Tlt e ocean 
wave diredioJl is <1> = 90 ° /tlle! therefore tlt e x-axis 
(and E x,) is pCI'pe lldiculnr to Xo. 'l'he source is a 
vedi cltl electri c dipole Imel for ft smooth sea ItT S 
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would be identically zero. In the present instance, 
however, the subsurface field Exs does not vanish 
because of the fact that the vertical component of 
the free space field can in general have a component 
tangential to the true surface. On the other hand, 
the mean field strength itself is at a minimum when 
00= 0° and thus the relative fluctuation in intensi ty 
as defined here is greatest on the xo-axis. Calcula
tions were also performed with Po as the running 
variable, but only slight changes in relative fluctua
tion intensity were predicted . 

5 . Physical Interpretation and 
Conclusions 

A few general observations can be made concerning 
the influence of ocean surface roughness on sub
surface field amplitude fluctuations by returning to 
figure 5. For a fixed nns surface w:we height, the 
mean square deviation of IExsl is seen first to increase 
to a broad maximum and subsequently decrease as 
the horizontal scale of the surface roughness is in
creased. A possible explanation of this Iunctional 
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behavior is provided by the considerations described 
below. 

Suppose the dipole to be transmittin~ at a. fre
quency jo to an observer at a depth IZol. On the 
average, the predominant contributions to t he re
ceived signal arise from a roughly circular region of 
the mean sea surface . The boundary of this region 
is defined by the intersection of the mean surface 
with a cone whose ver tex is at the observer's 10Cfl,tion 
and whose axis is colin ear 'with the zo-axis. The 
vertex a.ngle a will be defined approximately by 
the relatIOn 

cos a=lzol/lzd , (36) 

where IZI I is the distance from the observer to those 
points on the mean surface where the contributions 
to the field at the observer have fallen off by the 
factor e- I. In the case of a ver tical electric dipole 
and nonnegligible surface slopes, the most important 
contribu tions originate in regions of maximum slope 
where the large vertical component of the free space 
field can contribute to E x,. Taking these contri
butions to be proportional to those of point sources 
in an infinite medium for order of magnitude esti
mates, the distance ZI Cfl,n be defined approximately 
as the solution of the transcendental equation 

- I exp (-Izol/o,) e I zol 
exp (-I zil/os) 

Izd 
(37) 

where 0, is the skin depth at frequency jo. The 
radial extent ao of the important contribu ting region 
of the sea surface is then 

(38) 

Thus, at a fi.xed depth and frequency the radius ao 
is determined. 

When 09 (the horizontal scale of i~Tegular~ty , 
correspondmg roughly to the length of a surface 
wave) is sufficiently smfl,ll compared with ao, the 
surface area of importance will contain a rel fl,tively 
large number of contributing regions, all radiatino
with more or less random phases. As 00 decrease; 
this state of affairs is enhanced and so also is th~ 
tendency toward destructive in terference at t he 
observer's location, resulting in a net decrease in 
the relative fluctuation in field intensity. On the 
other hand, if 00 is initially large compared with ao 
and becomes increasingly larger, not only does the 
probability of finding regions of maximum slope 
within the area decrease but the excursions of the 
field at th e observer due to these contributions are 
diminished since they are proportional to t he der'iy
ative of the local surface profile. Again, the net 
result is a decrease in relative fluctuation intensi ty. 

Between these two extremes is fl, transi tional state 
in which, according to the foregoing rernarl{s, the 
number of lmportant radiating regions lyino- wi.thin 
the cone is of the order of unity. For the" sake of 
discussion, assume the sea surface to be sinusoidally 
corrugated with a profile of the form 

(39) 

Then a transitional state in which the fluctuation 
intensity is a maximum will be similar to the one 
illustrated in figure 7 where the observer is located 
below the region of maximum slope and where, for the 
sake of definiteness, one of the line segments IZll 
(a generator of the cone) is taken to pass through 
a point in the trough of the wave profile. The 

- - - - -, --

MEAN SEA SURFACE 

OBS ERVER 

FIG U RE 7. Geometry of a Tepresentative transitional state. 

vertical and horizontal roughness scales (To and 
00 associated with the statistical model can be re
lated to t he wave height ho and wavelength do of 
the deterministic model by equating the ensemble 
averages of 71,2 and ')'2 with the mean values of these 
quantities as obtained from (39). Using (22) and 
(23) this procedure leads to the relations 4 

71,0-'7 -fi rIo 

(40) 

The validi ty of the foregoing observations can be 
tested in a simple manner. The transitional state 
which is illustrated in figure 7 should correspond 
roughly to a sea state for which the mean square 
deviation of IE x,1 is a maximum. The geometry in 
figure 7, together with (37), (38), and (40) , is suffi
cient to determine the correlation distance (call it 
Otran s which corresponds to this state when (To , 
Izol, and 0, (or jo) ar e given. From figure 7 and 
(40) we have the relations 

Dt .. n , = ~7r =,I2~ozo l (Izol-ho). (41) 

An approximate solu tion of (37) can be obtained by 
a single application of Newton's Method. Com
bining this resul t wi.th (38) and (41) , we obtain 

, Expressions such as these may he useful in relating statistical parameters to 
" apparent wave height" and "apparent wavelength " which oceanographers 
often associate with various sea staLes. 
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When plots such as those in figure 5 are drawn for 
several values of \zo \ and jo, as well as (To, (with 00 
as the running variable) we should expect to find a 
maximum in each, located at a value of 00 which 
corresponds closely with Otrans as given by (42) . 
The dashed curve in figure 5 shows the locus of the 
maxima of curves corresponding to various (To as 
calculated from (42). However, a test against a 
single variable is inconclusive. Calculations similar 
to those in figure 5 were performed for several values 
ofjo and \zo\. Values of Otrans were read from these 
curves and compared with calculations from (42). 
The results are presented in figures 8 and 9. The 
agreement in all three cases is seen to be satisfactory. 
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FIGU RE 8. l'ariation of transitional 0 with frequency . 

component of the electromagnetic field (or combina
tion of components) within the conducting medium. 
Moreover, the restriction to unidimensional rough
ness is not essential ; bidimensional irregularities can 
be treated in precisely the same fashion. 

The author expresses his thanks to Drs. J. E. 
Storer and R. V. Row for several helpful discussions 
of this problem. The assistance of Mr. R. Cassarino 
who programmed the equations for the computer is 
also gratefully acknowledged. 

6. Appendix A . Derivation of Certain Statis
tical Averages 

The surface height hex) is assumed to be a separable 
random function, continuous for all x, with zero 
mean and variance (T2 P(Xb X2). In accordance with 
the Karhunen-Loeve Theorem, there exists an ex
pansion for h of the form 

in terms of the orthogonal process Zp: 

g {zpZq} = opg, 

(A- I) 

(A- 2) 

where Opq is the Kronecker delta and where A;l and 
cpp(x) are the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the 
integral equation 

cpp(Xj) = A; 1 f -"'", (TZ P(Xl, xz)cpp(x2)dx2 . (A- 3) 

An analytical procedure which is closely related to 
the one discussed by Hoffman [1955] provides us 
with the auxiliary relations (for a Gaussian Process) 

g { eiBlhl-iB,h, } = e -¥(B1+B~-2BIB2P) =M(Bl, B 2) 

g { zpeiBlhl - iB,h, } = i Ap[ B \cpp(Xj)-B 2CPp(X2) ]M(B j,B2) 

f:' f iB1h1-iB2h2 } { [B2 ( ) ( ) ID l zpzqe = Opq-ApAg lCPP Xl cPq Xl 

- B jB,cpp(Xj)CPq(X2) 

- B jB,cpp(X2) CPg(Xj ) 

+ mcpp(X2)CPg(X2 )]}M(B j, B 2) 

(A-4) 

These equations, together with the definitions 

In conclusion, it should be borne in mind that the (T2= ~A~CP~(X) (= const.) 
quantity selected for evaluation in this paper, i.e., 
the mean square amplitude deviation of the horizon- (T2p(Xj , X2) = ~~ApAgCPp(Xj)CPq(X2 )' (A- 5) 
tal components of the subsurface electric field, was 
chosen primarily to illustrate the method for assess- are sufficient for the computation of all expectations 
ing the effect of boundary roughness on subsurface appearing in (25) , subsequent to the deletion of 
signals. The same technique can be applied to any terms of a lower order than the second. Averages 
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0(' the type appearing in (24) can be calcula,ted after 
specializing (A--4) by setting B 2 equal to zero through
out. The various expectations required in the cal
culation of (24) and (25) are listed below. The 
res ults apply when h is a Gaussian process with zero 
mean and wit h dispersion and vari::mce as given 
by (A- 5): 

g {eiBi' }= e-tB2u'""M (B ) 

g {heWh } = iBu2Jt!I (B ) 

g {'YeW" } = 0 

g {h'Ye iBII } = 0 

g {h2eiBh } = u2 (1- B 2u2)M (B ) 

g {h2'Yl eiBI"I - iB2"2 } 

= u2 ~P (1+ B IB 2u2p- m u2)Nl (BI , B 2) 
U XI 

g {MeiBl h I -W2h2 } 

= 0-2 (1- Bfu2+ 2B IB zu2p- m 0-2l)Nl (B I, B 2) 

g {h/b2eiBllil - W2"2 } 

= u2[p- B i u2p+ B IB 2u2(l + p2) - m uZp]M(BI ' B 2) 

_ 2( 0 2p BB z Op OP)M(B B ) - u ~+ I 20- :;;-:;;- I, 2· 
U XI U X2 U X I u X2 

(A- 6) 

7. Appendix B. Normalized Mean Square 
Devia tion of IE jO I 

The expression for the normalized mean square 
amplitude deviation of IE jul can be written in the 
form 

msd (IE jo !) = { ~ e-..fiBo [~ A jkA jkPkk+2(Q}31 

+ Qj41 + Qi43+ Qj52+ Qj61 + Qj71 + Q jgl + Qjlll) ] 

-(L ;+M }) }. (L~+MD - I . (B-l) 
.J 

The defini tions of the A jk are r ecorded in (20) . The 
appropriate expressions for the Q jmn are given by 

(B - 2) 

where the various Pm" are defined as follows 

2 64 64 2a (1 ) 1 
P 33 = B~ I.\-a 14+ 4 16+ B~ 0/2+13 + B611 

PH = u217 + B 6u4J 1 + B 6u4J1O 

62 • 62 1 .,f2 . 
P31 = 2a 12+ ~ 2 13+ B o 2 (1 + ~)11 

P 41 = - ~ B ou2[( I -i)I I + (1 +i)17 ] 

P43= - u2[ (1-i)12-il1 + (1 +i)l s 

+ 17- (1 + i)aI 3 + (l -i)alg1 

P 91 = i u2[ (I + i) 12 - a(1 - i) I 3+ i I 1 

- (l -i) I s-a(1 + i) I g- I 71 

(B- 3) 

The l k appearing in these last equation s are defin ed 
by 
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I I = 1 (a, b; 0, 0) 

I 2 = I (a, b; 1, 0) 

I 3= I (a, b; 0, 1) 

I 4= I (a, b; 1, 1) 

I s= I (a, b; 2, 0) 

I 6= I (a, b; 0, 2) 

I 7= I (a + l , b; 0, 0) 

I s= I (a + l , b; 1, 0) 

I g= I (a + 1, b; 0, 1) 

l !O= I (a+ 2, b; 0, 0) 

I II = I (a + 2, b; 0, 1) 



where I(p , q; j , lc) is the series 

l (p , q;), lc)=rrD(j) D (lc) to;~ (p+ r) -<k+1) (B- 5) 

where 

D (j) 
(2j- 1)! 
4j(j - 1) ! 

1 
D (O)=-· 

2 
(B- 6) 

Finally, the functions L j and M j III (B- 1) are ob
tained from 
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